
Enhancing Project Management with Procore Integration Using SyncEzy - A
Testimonial from Alexander Gomez, Project Engineer at TABOR

Discover how SyncEzy's Procore and SharePoint integration has transformed TABOR's
project management, enabling them to stay ahead in their competitive landscape, as
we delve into the insights provided by Alexander Gomez.

Q: What were your processes before using this integration?
A: Each member of the work team had the project information on their personal
computer. There was no common repository for the management of the information.

Q: What made you want to change from your previous processes to the integration
withSyncEzy?
A: The company decided to invest in a CDE for the management of information in our
Procore case. After this, integration with Sharepoint was necessary, which is the
platform that was managed internally for backup with the company's internal server.

Q: What were the big wins while using the integration?
A: Maintain a complete and immediate synchronisation of the company's project
information among the multiple participants. It also helped us to have a single version
of the updated documents and reduce the storage space on the laptops of those
involved.

Q: Lastly, how would you describe the integration and its value when chatting with a
friend?
A: It is a great advantage to keep the information always up to date and in one place to
ensure that all team members always have the same version of the documents

If you're seeking to enhance your project management processes and elevate your
outcomes, SyncEzy's Procore and SharePoint integration is an essential tool in your
toolkit. Discover the potential to revolutionize your project management and achieve
unprecedented efficiency with SyncEzy.

WITH SYNCEZY'S PROCORE AND SHAREPOINT
INTEGRATION IN PLACE, TABOR WITNESSED A
REMARKABLE SHIFT IN PROJECT MANAGEMENT
EFFICIENCY. THIS POWERFUL INTEGRATION
FACILITATED SEAMLESS DATA SYNCHRONIZATION,
STREAMLINED COLLABORATION, AND OPTIMIZED
PROJECT OUTCOMES.
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